
Majority of Ukrainian Women Raped by Age 9 and Subject To Sex 
Trafficking and Incest

By Tanya Julinki

• “Mail order brides” and “Hot Slavic Girlfriends” are often actually victims of a horrible sub-
culture.

• The attractive Ukrainian gal you just met secretly wants to kill you because you are a man.
• Attractive young girls in Ukraine are destroyed before they reach adult-hood.
• Russian mob and sex gangs have their way with girls before they reach the U.S. and England

THE DANGERS OF MAIL ORDER BRIDES AND SOVIET BLOC “GIRLFRIENDS”:

When it sounds too good to be true, it usually is. The dangers of mail order brides is beautifully 
discussed in these four interesting TV shows and documentaries. First up is Dr. Phil’s episode on the $2
billion mail order bridge industry. Interestingly, this episode of Dr. Phil shows both sides of the coin. 
The dangers of mail order brides, that is, marrying a woman who is not really in love with you. You 
see not-so-attractive and old bachelors looking for mail order brides that are not really suitable for 
them. If we are being brutally honest, these mail order brides are a bit too young, and too eager to get a 
greencard and move to the US to marry these old farts. Chances are that these mail order 
brides would drop their new husbands as soon as they find someone more eligible. On the flipside, the 
TV shows also shows the dangers for mail order brides marrying a not so nice American husband. In 
this case, you see a husband who is said to treat his Romanian mail order bride like a slave:

http://youtu.be/t6gWheuh960
 
Second, enjoy also the “Email Order Brides” documentary, which shows how a romance trip actually 
works. Not very glamorous if you ask me. There’s a reason why some of these men cannot easily find 
women in the US, and seek love abroad. It’s beautifully displayed in this documentary:

https://youtu.be/2dYOw_Rd2VM

Here’s another documentary entitled “Desperate Western Men Hunting for Wives in the Ukraine”, 
which also chronicles a romance tour and interviews the women behind-the-scenes:

https://youtu.be/8wW7c58nMI4

And last but not least a documentary on “Russian Beauties”. It’s for the beauties that can be found 
overseas that we bother to spend time and money to lure them, right? 

https://youtu.be/Ox_9402184o

Mail-order bride is a label applied to a woman who publishes her intent to marry someone from another
– usually more financially developed – country. Historically, mail-order brides were women who listed 
themselves in catalogs and were selected by men for marriage. Sometimes the men and women 
involved were citizens of different countries, e.g. women from European countries moving to the 
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United States during the 18th and 19th centuries, and sometimes they involved citizens of the same 
country. This list looks at ten facts about mail order brides that you may not know.
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The Sweet Escape

Most people think that Russian brides are desperate women who want nothing more than to marry a 
foreigner (preferably American) to get the hell out of Russia and start a new life. But in fact, this is 
almost always incorrect. Russia has a man shortage; there are roughly 8 men for every 10 women in a 
culture which is very marriage-oriented. Consequently, many Russian women are compelled to look 
outside of Russia for a husband. As one mail order bride company says: “[Russian Brides] feel as if you
were one of the guys who would approach her at a bar: where she can say, “yes” if she likes you, and 
“thanks, but no, thanks” if she doesn’t.”
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Dangers Involved



Being a mail-order bride can be very dangerous. There are at least four recent cases of American men 
murdering (sometimes quite brutally) their mail-order bride. But it does go both ways: there is also a 
case of a mail-order bride murdering her American husband. Before involving yourself in the mail 
order marriage industry, it pays to really consider the reasons behind your future wife or husband using 
this method to find their partner for life. You might get lucky and meet someone leaving their home 
country for the reasons cited in item 10, but you might be one of the unlucky ones who ends up dead. 
here is the description of just one such case:

Anastasia King, a young woman from Kyrgyzstan, was found strangled and buried in a 
shallow grave in Washington state in December 2000. At the age of 18, Anastasia had 
received an email from a 38-year-old Seattle man, Indle King, from a mail order bride 
website. He flew to her country and they were married soon after. Two years later, after 
considerable strife, Indle wanted another bride. He was allegedly unwilling to pay for a 
divorce so he ordered a tenant in their Washington home to kill Anastasia. Weighing nearly 
300 pounds, her husband pinned Anastasia down while the tenant strangled her with a 
necktie. Both were convicted of murder.
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Divorce Rates



The United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) reports that “…marriages arranged 
through [mail order bride] services would appear to have a lower divorce rate than the nation as a 
whole, fully 80 percent of these marriages having lasted over the years for which reports are available.”
The USCIS also reports that “… mail-order bride and e-mail correspondence services result in 4,000 to 
6,000 marriages between U.S. men and foreign brides each year.”
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American Frontier



The concept of mail-order brides was first seen on the American frontier during the mid-1800s. Men 
from the East were migrating West in hopes of claiming land, farming, establishing businesses, and 
finding gold. Most of these men found financial success in the migration West, but the one thing that 
was missing was the company of a wife. Very few women lived in the West at this time, so it was hard 
for these men to settle down and start a family. Their only choice was to attract women living back 
East; the men wrote letters to churches and published personal advertisements in magazines and 
newspapers. In return, the women would write to the men and send them photographs of themselves.
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How To Meet



At least two types of “international marriage agencies” exist. The first type sells female clients’ contact 
information and encourages men and women to correspond prior to meeting. The second type offers 
“group tours” for men who want to travel around a foreign country and meet up to a hundred women at 
social events organized by the agency. If an American male wishes to use the first type, they must 
supply mental health information and criminal history, and, if they do make a match, will eventually be 
required to meet the bride in person before she can obtain a US visa.
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Strange Education



Johns Hopkins University offers a course called “Mail Order Brides: Understanding the Philippines in 
Southeast Asian Context” which is supposedly a deep look into Filipino kinship and gender. Why a 
person would want to study this subject is beyond me, but there must be at least a small amount of 
demand out there.
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Unfriendly Attitudes

Since 2003 Australian Federal Government’s resolve to decrease what was deemed ‘inappropriate 
immigration’ by then-Prime Minister John Howard has gained momentum. Initial reactions to the 
program were mixed. The Australian public further embraced their government’s new policies 
following the media frenzy of the Jana Klintoukh case; this case first exploded into the public’s view 
when current events program, Today Tonight, aired footage of a young Russian-born Australian, 



claiming she was imported via an Internet site and was used as a sexual slave by her ‘husband’ while 
being confined to his Sydney home.
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Mail Order 

The Philippines prohibits the business of organizing or facilitating marriages between Filipinas and 
foreign men. The Philippine congress enacted Republic Act 6955 or the Anti-Mail-Order Bride Law in 
1990 as a result of stories that appeared in the local press and media about Filipinas being abused by 
their foreign husbands. Because of this, Filipinas often use “reverse publications” – publications in 
which men advertise themselves – to contact foreign men for marriage on behalf of the Filipina 
women.
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Big Profits



There is a lot of money to be made in the mail order bride industry. In Taiwan, mail-order brides are 
sourced primarily from Mainland China and Southeast Asia, especially Vietnam. The common age 
range for Vietnam women range from 20 to 28 years of age. On average, Taiwanese men spend USD 
$10,000 on this type of marriage; however, only USD $500 to USD $1,000 dollars will be received by 
the bride’s family and the remainder taken by marriage brokers of the groom and the bride. That is a 
damn high profit margin.
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Dishonest Marketing

On November 18, 2004, a federal jury in Baltimore, Maryland awarded Ukrainian mail-order bride 
Nataliya Fox $433,500 ($341,000 of which were punitive damages) against international marriage 



broker Encounters International and its Russian immigrant owner, Natasha Spivack (pictured above). 
Spivack arranged Nataliya’s marriage to an American man with a history of violently abusing women 
and who, after being matched with Nataliya, abused her over the course of their marriage. The jury 
found the marriage broker guilty of fraud, unfair and deceptive trade practices, willful and wanton 
negligence, unauthorized appropriation of Ms. Fox’s name and likeness, and defamation. The jury 
found the mail order bride company (Natasha Spivak) liable for failing to tell Nataliya about a federal 
law that allows foreign nationals to escape abusive marriages without fear of automatic deportation, 
and for actively misleading her about her legal options. The jury also found EI (Natasha Spivak) liable 
for misrepresenting that it screened male clients when it did not; and publicizing Nataliya’s marriage to 
Mr. Fox as an EI “success” story, without her permission, even after she fled to a domestic violence 
shelter.
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Icarus • 5 years ago

After 12 months and over 1,000 emails My lady in Russian has decided to marry me. During this time we have discussed everything good and bad, warts 

and all. This is the only way. She is not a young chick bit a mature educated lady, who wants nothing but honesty and love. She is even paying her own 

way to join me. One in a million
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See you on Hostel 4
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john03063  Icarus • a year ago

Icarus - if you are still here - I'd love to know your experience with your Russian bride. You posted this 4 years ago, so you're married now.

How's it going?
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Andrew  Icarus • 5 years ago

what site
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Rev Les Crowley  Icarus • 7 months ago

I wish you the best. I knew of a similar arrangement: middle aged man, middle aged Russian lady. Both techies. He is a huge fan or 

Russian culture; they bonded over their mutual love of Pushkin. 20 years later they're still married and very happy with each other. So it 

can happen, if one is realistic.

The other mail order bride marriage I know of first hand was a complete train wreck, but the American guy was a total lunatic - he was 

once arrested by the Turkish police while trying to climb Mt Arrarat to find Noah-s Ark.
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mystockholm • 7 years ago

Well ... my mom was a mail order bride ... we're actually really happy ... and my mom is super smart. So ... Quit bitching, Americans.
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Liberty Bell  mystockholm • 4 years ago

My rich, older than dirt, uncle who is a CEO of a large organization, purchased a human, halfway across the planet, from the jungle of the 

Philippines. She's more than 30 years his junior and looks like Miss Universe. If anyone should win an Academy Award, it's this strange 

pop-tart. She feigns loving the old, wrinkled goat on social meda. Constantly showing off on Facebook all the trips and material items she 

gets rewarded with for selling her body to a rich, dirty old man. Talk about no dignity or pride! She'll sell her body and soul to shop at 

Hermes and Louis Vuitton. There isn't a penny's worth of difference between a mail-order-bride and a common prostitute. All her friends 

from the Philippines pull the same degrading stunt. Their entire purpose in life is to marry a horny white guy for money, then become a 

young widow. In my uncle's case, the human he purchased from an online catalog, is of a completely different race, culture, religion, 

language - not to mention such a vast age difference (generations). My uncle looks old enough to be her grandfather. It's disturbing to see 

him touching her in a romantic way. Completely wrong. They don't even look like they belong in the same species. They can't possibly 

have any connection whatsoever, besides money and material items for her, and sex for him. My uncle's a "brilliant" CEO with zero 

common sense, or dignity, and he obviously has pedophilia tendencies which is quite disturbing. She's also his third wife! At best, this 

"arrangement" will last a few years. It's obvious he bought a human to be his sex slave. He's disgusting! He's the laughingstock of all his 

employees, friends and family. His children are beyond embarrassed of their pathetic father. My uncle obviously doesn't have a "real" 

marriage. He's sick and dirty in the head. Human trafficking should be illegal. It's not civilized or humane. Those that participate should be 

shunned by society.
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GeraldM459  Liberty Bell • 4 years ago

When I was in the military, I was stationed in the

Philippines for almost a decade and learned much about the people and

their culture. May/December marriages are quite common there; Due to an active

life and healthy ways of living and eating, many Filipino men remain vital and healthy to a

ripe old age. I've known quite a few older Filipino men that married much younger girls and

lived long enough to see their great grandchildren being born. In my opinion it

doesn't count as much of a difference if the marriage is composed of one native

Filipino to another or one native Filipino to a foreigner. Regardless of what

you think, to more people than you’d like to believe, age really is nothing but

a number.

Your cynical, bigoted, rambling missive reeks of sour grapes

and bitterness. (What happened, did your uncle cut you out of his will?) I’m can be sure with a reasonable amount of

certainty that your uncle is not an innocent, foolish or gullible man. (One

does not get rich without be shrewd, clever and calculating…very few people

get rich without being crafty and being a good judge of peoples character.) As

for marrying for money, I’ve met quite a few western women that where all about

the cash. Gold-diggers come in many colors, ages and nationalities.

ave a message...
see more
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Ann Myers  GeraldM459 • 4 years ago

Oh, come on! A 30-year-age gap is not "just a number." These mail-order-bride "arrangements" are just that, 

arrangements. They are not marriages. A man in his 60's has NO business siring more children when he won't be 

active in his children lives, even if he's still alive for his child's 10th birthday.

The whole thing is sick.
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GeraldM459  Ann Myers • 4 years ago

I'm sure that they don't see it that way. In fact marriage is such a serious thing in the PI that they 

can't legally get divorce. And while you with your western sensibilities can't fathom a 30 year age 

gap being not so uncommon, the fact remains that in some cultures it is. And while being in the 

Philippines, if I had a euro for every male nonagenarian that I've seen presiding over 3 of 4 

generation of his progeny with his sexagenarian wife at his side at barrio fiestas and such, I'd have a 

small fortune.What I find sick is the cynicism that says that someone young can't marry someone old

without it being an arrangement and not a loving relationship.
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Ann Myers  GeraldM459 • 4 years ago

I'm not bashing the culture in the Philippines.. I'm judging a Westerner who doesn't share their 

culture, language, religion, and is generations away from a mail-order-bride he purchased. Why 

would a man resort to buying a human? Because he wants to own her. The defenders of this human 

trafficking, like to say, the men just want a "traditional marriage" which is an absolute joke. There is 

no American tradition where old men sought out a woman of a different race, religion, language and 

culture and is 30 years younger than himself. And yes, in the Philippines, the brides cannot get 

divorced. They are stuck, often times, in a sexless, loveless "arrangement" with a dictator.

It's a sick dynamic.
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content  Ann Myers • 4 years ago

Mrs Reynolds I pity your poor husband because you clearly don't understand what makes him tick. 

He is a sexual being and whether you like it or not, men will be men. The fact is that men (who are 

being honest) like attractive young women--this is simple biology. It comes from the fact that young 

women are more likely to be fertile and mating is what men and women are all about. Just because 

you have been brainwashed by 100 years of feminist bs is not going to stop millions of years of 

evolution.
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Maltese_Puppy  content • 4 years ago

What??? Women are sexual beings, too. What makes you think only men want sex with a hottie. No 

women likes to "get it on" with an old, fat, disgusting man old enough to be her grandfather. Just like

a young man would be repulsed having sex with an old disgusting lady. However, prostitutes and 

mail-order-brides will bite the bullet and do the disgusting, unthinkable act, for money. Fact is, you 

brought up men are "sexual beings" as if sex is the only reason they marry these desperate, 

unsophisticated, child-like creatures from third world countries, and I believe sex IS the only reason.

However, sex alone does not make a marriage. Would these old men want their daughters to grow up

selling their bodies to men for money? These aren't real marriages. Like others point out, it's an 

"arrangement." Sex for money. Legal prostitution. Don't try to sugar coat this and pretend these 

"marriages" are something other than legal prostitution. As to biology and mating. A man in his 

sixties is TOO old to be "mating" like a damn farm animal and bringing more children into the 

would. The poor children will surely grow up without a father. I love how you blame "feminists" as 

the reason this men order - from catalogs - bikini clad, young foreign women, rolling around in a bed

in high heels - telling the men anything they think the old horny bastard wants to hear - sweet 

nothings like "I live to be your slave." The real reason these men order these young glorified 

prostitutes is because these men are "unf uckable" by American standards - American women want 

nothing to do with these horny bastards. That's why the men resort to such pathetic measures and 

blame American women for all their problems.
see more
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Not real marriages? funny I bet there's a marriage license, a solemnized service, etc. I'm sure it's a 

real marriage. Feminists have attempted to put up as many roadblocks as they can (IMBRA, 

notification laws to protect foreign women from domestic violence, etc.) and yet the American man /

Foreign women marriages continue - quite successfully. And maybe you are not interested in an 

older man, but there are women in the world that are - just like there are women who prefer older or 

younger men. Who are you to say it's wrong? I love the way feminists want to impose their will on 

every woman on the planet.

I can't apologize for the fact that a man in his sixties can still reproduce while a woman is finished 

after menopause, because I didn't design the system. Since feminists can't find anyone to blame for 

that anomaly, they have to be satisfied with trying to inhibit the natural male impulse to reproduce 

by saying it's wrong and repulsive. It's the same reason they call marriages to foreign women wrong 

and repulsive; they can't do anything about it. And as far as growing up without a father? Over 50% 

of the children born in the US currently grow up without a father, either because of the abysmal 

divorce rate here, or because of the high number of women who choose to have children out of 

wedlock, or without a male in the picture at all. I never hear feminists attacking that issue. If the 60 

year old guy wants kids, he also wants a younger, fertile woman who can give him kids.

The horny old bastards are unf uckable? Then foreign brides are a panacea for you! If American 

women want nothing to do with them, and they can find what they want elsewhere, and that other 

woman is willing to be with the horny guy, then they will leave you alone - it's what you want - 

right? It's a win-win for everyone. I really love this argument, because it shows the idiocy of the 

American feminist paradigm. Feminists want a system where women can make their own decisions, 

unfettered by the influence of men (but it seems that only American feminist women have the 

intelligence and requisite mindset to make their own decisions; foreign women are stupid, immature,

naïve, etc.). And all the men that marry foreign brides are no longer available to bother the feminist. 

She should be happy, but she isn't; she'd prefer that the pathetic guy (a euphemism for any guy that 

refuses to accept the feminist paradigm) remain alone - at least until he decides to forfeit the fight 

and admit that women are the superior gender. So exactly why do feminists hate American man-

foreign woman marriages? The answer can only be one of two: Either they are jealous of the 

feminine beauty that exists outside the American borders (they'll never admit to that one), or they 

want to keep all of the "non-conforming" males corralled and miserable: a captive audience - so they

can leverage their power to the max (which makes them pretty disgusting creatures).
see more
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I'm a PVSSY GROPPER  john03063 • 4 years ago

Just because a man can "produce" at age 100, doesn't mean he should. The old farts who marry and 

impregnate much younger women have to realize they won't be alive to raise their own offspring. 

Another fatherless child in America is the last thing this country needs. Funny how you're so worried

about divorce, and the affect that has on a child, but you're not the least bit concerned about a child 

who will likely be fatherless by the time he's in middle school because his father died of old age! 

Even a child of divorce sees their father on the weekends and has a relationship with their father. But

in your warped mind, a dead father, or a father too old to be of any positive influence, is better than a

divorced father who has an active role in the child's life, and financially supports the child. How do 

you convince yourself of your own bullshit?

What's this shit about "non-conforming males?" If you don't want to conform to America, and it's 

traditions, why don't you leave? There has never been a tradition in the United States of old (usually 

divorced) farts seeking young women of a different race, religion and culture to marry them and 

have their children. The majority of men seeking mail-order-brides are much older, have failed 

marriages under their belt, and grown children. Yet they selfishly bring more children into their 

bizarro mix. Children they probably don't even want, but tolerate, in order to keep the young bride 

from fleeing, once the green card arrives.

You clearly despise your own country and hate your own race. Fair enough. You're entitled to that. 

But you don't deserve to be an American. Move to the Philippines or Russia, the country your bride 

is desperate to leave behind.
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I still want to know; are you a man or a woman? I'm going to assume that you're a man - and that 

you're the same guy that responded to my post above. But I've got to tell you - this answer sounds 

like a woman wrote it.

Why did we jump from age 60 to 100? There are very few people alive (from either gender) at that 

age? But there is a reasonable chance that a 60 year old man will live through his child's teen years. 

And I disagree with your assertion that a dead father is more traumatic than a divorced father. A 

child raised in a loving harmonious family who loses a parent due to death is more likely to survive 

intact than a child of divorce - especially if the marriage and divorce were acrimonious. Death is a 

horrible event for a child, but it happens and it's over. Divorce goes on an on. If you care to give me 

your contact information, I'll email you the data.

You want me to conform to America and its traditions? I think the more accurate statement is you 

want me to conform to your idea of what is right. There are no "American" traditions (short of 

maybe watching baseball or firing up the barbeque on the 4th of July). America is the melting pot, 

remember? Everyone gets to do what they want. We have Christian traditions, Jewish traditions, Gay

and Straight traditions - they're all here; it's what makes this country great. We say what we want and

we do what we want, and if I want to bring a foreign woman here because I think she will be a better

bride than anything I can find in the US, and she wants to come here, then it's really nobody else's 

business. The future will tell if I'm a smart guy or a fool, but the statistics are definitely on my side. 

If you feel the need to live where everybody must conform to one ideal, then maybe you'd be better 

off somewhere where words like ethnic cleansing are used.

I love your last paragraph! I've had so many feminists say things like that to me! But it's wrong; If I 

hated this country, then I would leave in a heartbeat. I love this country. But I hate what feminism is 

doing to it. And you think I hate my race too? I've never brought race into this discussion: you did. 

Are you a racist as well as a feminist?
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Doubt it would be any fun being a 10 year old kid with a father in his 70's. You do slow down as you

age. You are being very unrealistic to think this story will have a happy ending. Like I said, a 
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"successful" marriage is not the same as a miserable marriage. Just because you're happy, doesn't 

mean she is. Good luck to you. Hopefully, you will find love and happiness.
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I believe that Guest is either a woman, trying to masquerade as a man, or a neutered male. Both are 

disturbing.
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I love how YOU want to impose your view on every woman on the planet. You don't get to say 

horribly degrading things about women and then claim that you have their best interests in mind. It 

doesn't work that way.
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I'm not imposing my view on anyone. I'm merely stating my interpretation of what I see. The whole 

point of my tirade is that since American women are not acceptable to me, I choose to look 

elsewhere. They can do whatever they want....just without me.
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I've never met a woman who honestly believed that women are the superior gender. They just don't 

want to live in a world where idiots like you expect them to be obedient little sex slaves.
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Being a white knight for women will not score you any points with them. And where in any of my 

posts do I ever suggest that I want a sex slave ?? The fact is that it's most American men are slaves to

sex: willing to do anything for access to the elusive pussy. If more men took a stand against the 

system that is so heavily stacked against them instead of "coming to the rescue", then maybe 

American women would fall in line. White knights are part of the problem, not the solution.
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He's not being a white knight, he's pointing out observations from his reality. He's also right, and 

you're disturbingly misguided.
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lilobrown  john03063 • 3 years ago

Dude, you're keeping my attention throughout this whole argument. I don't want to stop reading. All 

of your responses are the best anyone could ever give
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TonySloth  Maltese_Puppy • a year ago

I don't disagree that sometimes this could be true, however you state it as fact which is very ignorant 

to say the least. My wife is half Filipino her grandmother was a mail order bride, she was not 

uneducated she was a doctor in the Philippines and nurse once in the US(different standards) her 

grandfather was an oil worker in the US, he was also Filipino and not rich nor fat and old. They are 

still married to this day. The brides aren't the ones getting pussies it is the companies making the 

connection thus not making them prostitutes and they are not for purchase, not much different than a

modern dating website. Now some companies probably are on the unethical side but this doesn't 

make every person or company involved guilty.
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pepelapiu2004 .  content • 4 years ago

She understands perfectly what makes her husband tick. That is why she so hayes the idea of 

marrying someone other than her. This is a direct threat to western women who ate loosing control 

over their men.
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Coco Chanel  pepelapiu2004 . • 4 years ago

Mail order bride/whores are not a threat to western women as most Western have a penis and 

wouldn't be caught dead buying a mail order bride for a sex slave/wife, b/c that's the only way he 

could keep a woman.

Only a prideless, dickless wonder would order a female for marriage and sex. It would be one thing 

to meet an Asian American at work, or something, and love developed. You might have something in

common with her. Quite another to actually order one, half your age, from an online catalog, a girl 

with a different culture, living in a jungle somewhere, for the purpose of slavery and sex.
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pepelapiu2004 .  Coco Chanel • 4 years ago

You can insult all you want. But the fact is that out western society has lost it's values. We have 

nannies and child care raising our kids. They don't need child care, they need their loving mother. 

But loving mommy wants to be just like daddy and go to work and grow her own penis. Our divorce

rate is very high. Families are broken and "reconstituted".

I have a penis, I don't need my wife to grow her own.
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Coco Chanel  pepelapiu2004 . • 4 years ago

The Western culture has not "lost it's values." Americans have never "valued" ordering sexy wives 

from online catalogs, young women of a different race, language, culture, generation, religion. Our 

divorce rate might be "high" but that's not an excuse to abandon the Western culture and buy a 

submissive human who sells her body and soul for money. What kind of role-model would this door-

mat Mommy - make for her American children? What can she possibly teach a daughter? To suck up
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to an old white man and be his slave, so he'll throw money at her? These are NOT values you want 

your daughter to have.

Also, how would this mail-order-bride, possibly fit in in the Western world? If you're going to order 

a mail-order-bride, better off living in HER country and culture. She'd never fit in in the Western 

world.
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Guest  pepelapiu2004 . • 3 years ago

LOL at you trying to say that a woman who wants a career of her own wants to grow her own penis. 

Wow.
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pepelapiu2004  Guest • 3 years ago

Women can hace careers, sure. 

But you can't hace both a career and children.

I already have a divorce under my belt.

The bitxh get alimony and xhild support so she goes out and picks up men on my dime.

My job as the father is to bring home the bacon. 

Your job as the woman is the cook the bacon and feed it to your children.

Want a caress?

Have at it girly it but don't expect to do both your mommy job and mine without concequences.
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I got nothing against bra burning, smart, educated, career driven women.

Just not interested in having two bitches on alimony. One is enought.

This is not a critique against women. Rather it is a critique against the western culture which has lost

it's ways and values.

46% divorce rate in Canada.

In my area, it's even higher at 78%.

This indicates something is very wrong with how we look at families..

Yoy smellin' what I'm sellin'?
see more
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MintTea  pepelapiu2004 . • 2 years ago

Calm down there, Sigmund.
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john03063  Coco Chanel • 4 years ago

Spoken like a true American feminist. Our divorce rate is high and that is why we should not 

abandon the western culture? Of course a woman would say that; they make out in divorce. But it is 

exactly why men should abandon western culture - they get screwed. It's possible that he may wind 

up with a foreign gold digger next time around, but he is almost certain to wind up with another 

American gold digger if he remains faithful to western culture. The man's chances are much better 

overseas.
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Kyrt Ryder  Coco Chanel • 3 years ago

most Western... women have a penis? I can't say MOST, but I've certainly seen a large number of 

them who seem to think they do and that their man should not.
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Hallow_  content • 4 years ago

men don't 'like' attractive young women, they like to objectify attractive young women. if they are 

seeking only youth and looks then they're seeking to only satisfy their sexual greed. if you want love

then you'd gravitate towards people you share common ground with and who can intellectually 

stimulate you. when you love someone, you're (very likely) sexually attracted to them because of it. 

sexual attraction isn't based purely on looks and youth unless you're an ignorant, bigoted pig. in 

which case, a whore who objectifies you as a big fat dollar sign and nothing more is all you deserve.

it surely is win/win.
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john03063  Hallow_ • 4 years ago

I disagree with most of this. You need to listen to what men are saying. Older women are not as 

attractive to men for a number of reasons. The younger women are much more positive; every new 

day is a new opportunity. Older women are more likely to be jaded. I've dated women from different 

generations, and I get sick of listening to older women lament about their appearance, or what "that 

bastard" did to them. Over 40% of the women over age 40 in America are on anti-depressant 

medication. Then add the threat of getting fleeced at the divorce court, and the inevitable menopause
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(a huge turnoff for guys) and it's no wonder why older women have a difficult time in the US. 

Maybe the equation changes a little if the guy is looking for marriage vs. a girlfriend, but I think you

know from my other posts that I would never marry an American woman, but I'm perfectly fine with

having them as a girlfriend. And if I'm not going to make a commitment for the future, then there's 

no problem hooking up with the hottest woman I can find, because there's no threat to my wallet.
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Jonie  john03063 • 4 years ago

Quit using the American woman for your own selfish pleasure...Where is your respect for yourself 

and for the woman with the attitudes and you hold within!!!!
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john03063  Jonie • 4 years ago

I'll make you a deal - I'll stop using American women for my own selfish pleasure as soon as 

American women stop using men as human ATM machines. As soon as women choose to work hard 

to make their marriage last, rather than looking forward to the divorce and all the financial benefits 

that come with the divorce. As soon as college culture is changed so events like the Duke Lacrosse 

rape case can never happen again. As soon as women support laws that allow men to recover child 

support payments from the mother or the real father in cases where a man is forced to support a child

who is not his, or a child born of deception. In short - I'll respect American women as soon as they 

respect men and all that men do for them. Until then, I'm only interested in pump and dump with 

American women. The foreign women are the ones that have my respect, and the respect of any guy 

I talk to who goes over there and spends some time with the truly feminine beauty that exists outside

America's borders. That's where I'll find my future.
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zach  Ann Myers • 4 years ago

"I'm not bashing the culture in the Philippines.."

yes you are, you fucking said it in your first post. No take backs.
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john03063  Ann Myers • 4 years ago

So what you're really saying is that it's okay for a man to marry a woman who is 30 years younger - 

but not here? not where you live? And your rant about no man seeking a woman of a different race, 

religion, language? It happens all the time in the US. We're the melting pot - remember? So really 

your only point is that it's okay for two consenting adults to do whatever they want - just not in your 

backyard? I wonder why you are so threatened.....
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I'm a PVSSY GROPPER  john03063 • 4 years ago

The only one who's "threatened" is you. You're threatened by modern American women. If you want 

to order a hot female over the internet 30-plus years younger, that's your business. Just keep your 

warped logic (blaming feminism/modern women) to yourself. Makes you sound so stupid. You need 

to move to a country where the people think backwards like you. Americans got rid of slavery years 

ago.
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john03063  I'm a PVSSY GROPPER • 4 years ago

Again the feminist man strikes! This answer makes no sense at all; it's just ranting. American women

don't threaten me; I just choose not to personally deal with them because I think there are better 

options out there. The world is not that big anymore; we have multinational corporations, free trade, 

international monetary policies, etc. And we live in a country that accepts everybody. So why the 

furor over international dating and marriage? 

And why do all the feminists assume that international marriages always involve a 30 year age 

difference? I have never revealed my age or the age of the women I correspond with. Everyone 

thinks I'm 60 and chasing a hot 25 year old who can't speak English. Why is that ?
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TonySloth  Ann Myers • a year ago

Actually it kinda is an American tradition. In the 1800s men moved west to get free land to make a 

homestead and search for gold. They would strike it rich and yet have no companionship but have 

everything else. There weren't any women to meet and they would get mail order brides. I do not 

doubt that there is human trafficking going on, which is disgusting however that is not always the 

case. My best friends are brothers their mother is from the Philippines and father is an American 

from French Canadian decent, they have been married over 40 years, she recently passed away 

leaving him a widow they were in a very loving relationship, he wasn't rich, lived in a small town in 

california, they lived a pretty normal life. She wasn't paid to marry him, he paid to meet the women 

he chose in a catalog, went to the Philippines to meet in person, she wasn't the first but the first he 

"fell" for. Some of these could be disgusting but not all, some people pay for dating sites which have

the same dangers and possibilities; it isn't that different. I however have not tried it, my wife of 9 

years i met in the same hometown and is half Filipino, her grandmother was a mail order bride to 

another Filipino in the US, they are both together and alive today, he was an oil worker she was a 

nurse. These are the only ones i know personally and they were not slaves, hookers, or gold diggers 

just lacked companionship and found it.
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corey2444  Ann Myers • a year ago

I gave up on American women long ago. Too damn picky and disrespectful, most of them. Too many

distractions in our society and most women just want to have a good time until they are 40, but by 

then it's too late. And then there's divorce practically available like a fast food drive through. Women

always end up winning in the courts and taking 1/2 after they took all the furniture, both cars and 

drained all bank accounts. Then if I have kids with one they will use them as a pawn to get what they

want after telling them how bad of a person daddy is. I've seen it too many times with friends where 

they work all day and the wife won't even cook or even be part of the team to make things work. 

Instead they run up credit cards making them work even harder. If you look at what foreign women's

values, they are completely different from American women. They want someone who is honest, god

fearing and family oriented. American women have a long list in what they expect in a partner. Go 

ahead, look at the dating sites and see for yourself how picky they are in comparison. In my opinion 

it's just a waste of time.
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pepelapiu2004 .  Ann Myers • 4 years ago

Sound like jealousy to me. You don't like prettier, younger women competing for your men. Time to 

strap on that vibrator Mrs.
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Time for you to strap on a fake dick, if the only way to get sex and keep a woman is to buy a 

submissive sex slave from the other side of the world. Good luck to your prideless mail-order-bride 

making friends in the U.S. or Europe. Not many women are anxious to be friends with a total 

prideless, doormat. She's not going to have an easy time relating to anyone in America or Europe.
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john03063  Ann Myers • 4 years ago

Who are you to judge? I'd love to know your history. Are you an older woman who can't get a man 

because they are all chasing the younger women? American feminism has created a whole class of 

women who spend all of their younger years banging every guy available (because women can do 

anything a man can do - right?), climbing the corporate ladder, becoming successful in the work 

place, and then turning miserable when they're older, without a husband or children, and their 

ovaries are ticking louder than a time bomb. Guys can have children when they're older if they want,

and if a guy can get a hot younger woman, then why would he settle for someone who is not as 

attractive, or not fertile? Mother nature is the great equalizer. Feminists call it bull**** and unfair - I

call it payback.
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Barnabas Collins  john03063 • 4 years ago

And when the foreign cupcake who sold her young, hot body over the internet, becomes 

Americanized as you continue to gross her out - she'll start looking at young, hot American men to 

have affairs with. In fact, this foreign sex kitten will be a MAGNET for young American men - when

they see she obviously ain't getting good sex with some old creep she's stuck married to. And while 

you're out working your ass off to support her QVC and shopping addiction - she'll be romping 

around in your bed with the hot UPS man or pool boy and spending YOUR money entertaining 

them, no doubt.
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And don't you dare judge her when this happens! You didn't want anyone judging you for buying sex

over the internet.

Foreign women need good sex too! Who's gonna settle for an old wrinkled dick - when she can get a

young dick on a hot young body? Once she's in America - with that green card and some money - 

she's in a position to look for love.

One day, you'll find your mail-order-bride in bed, having awesome sex, with a real man she wants to 

be with. That'll be your payback.
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john03063  Barnabas Collins • 4 years ago

The cupcake will become Americanized? And then she'll leave her man? I'm glad there is at least one

person here who realizes that it's the American woman's way of thinking that is fatal to love and 

relationships! I love the way women here talk about what COULD happen, or how they assume I'm 

old - I don't think I've ever mentioned my age. But none of them want to face reality or hard facts; 

these marriages work. Any women here want to put a feminist twist on why marriages to foreign 

women are successful 80% of the time, while marriages to American women are successful less than

50% of the time? I didn't make the figures up; they are from the USCIS, and refer to marriages that 

have lasted 10 years or more - far longer than it takes to get a green card or find a UPS guy. It 

amuses me to no end how upset American feminists get whenever this subject is mentioned. It's got 

to be a huge threat to them - as it should be....
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• An autopsy report has revealed how a model was scalped and drained of blood, in a murder 
branded unprecedented “outside of wartime”.

COMIC BOOK WRITER HIRES UKRAINIAN 
“WIFE” AND KILLS HER BECAUSE SHE 
DROVE HIM CRAZY

Comic book writer Blake Leibel, 35, is charged with the murder of the mother of his child, Ukrainian-
born Iana Kasian, 30.

She died of exsanguination -- being drained of her blood -- according the medical documents, and blunt
force trauma to the head.
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She is also believed to have been tortured for hours in a knife attack in a Los Angeles apartment.

The murder took place in May last year and Mr Leibel, the heir to a plastics and property fortune, could
be given the death sentence if found guilty, due to the severity of the crime.

Dr James Ribe, of the Los Angeles County Coroner’s office, gave a harrowing description of Ms 
Kasian’s death in an autopsy report.

“[Her] entire scalp was traumatically absent and was not found, was not present with the body. Her 
skull had been stripped down to the surface of the bone ... there was no scalp present except for little 
bits in the back of the neck,” he said, according to the Toronto Sun.

“Also portions of the right side of her face were torn away including the right ear and part of the 
posterior face on the right side, all the way down the jawline.”

Dr Ribe also said there were bruises and abrasions on Ms Kasian’s face, including a human bite mark.

In a grim twist, the autopsy also revealed Ms Kasian “lived for at least eight hours approximately after 
receiving the scalp injury and the bruise to the collarbone.”

Dr Ribe said: “I have never seen this before. And I doubt hardly any forensic pathologists in this 
country or abroad have even seen this, outside of, perhaps, wartime ... it’s extremely rare.”

Mr Leibel, a Toronto native, is charged with murder, mayhem, aggravated mayhem and torture.

His lawyers are reportedly planning to argue he is mentally unfit for trial.

The couple’s one-year-old child is now with Ms Kasian’s mother.

In addition to writing a number of comic books, Mr Leibel was the director of an animated version of 
the 1987 Mel Brooks Star Wars parody, Spaceballs.

He also directed the straight-to-DVD film Bald, released in 2008.

His father, Lorne Leibel, is prominent real estate developer in Toronto who also competed in the 1976 
Olympic sailing team.

He stayed an avid racer of both boats and cars, and referred to himself as the “Ferrari Man”.
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